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Questions and Feedback 
Please use this link to put down the questions you 
have for the lectures and for the summer school, 

directly into the documents: 
 

https://goo.gl/PDvkpR 
 

This will form the basis for the discussion session. 
 



Earliest Phases of the Solar System  

●  The Astrophysical Setting: From Cloud Cores to Disks 
●  Fundamentals of the theoretical picture 
●  From Molecular Jets and Outflows to Optical Jets 
●  Converting Dust to Rocks? 
●  What can Cosmochemistry and Nucleosynthesis tell us? 
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Adopted from M.-C. Liu 



Proplyd 473-245 (NASA/ESA/L. Ricci) Proplyd 132-1832 (NASA/ESA/L. Ricci) 



How It All Began?	
•  Where do stars form? 
•  Cloud and Cores	
•  Gravitational Collapse	
•  Magnetic field everywhere! 
•  Rotation and Angular Momentum 
•  Disks around Young Stars 
•  Jets and Molecular Outflows	
 



A. Isella 



From Dense Cores…... 

ESO 



Magnetic	Field	Support	of	Molecular	Cores	
•  FIRST	SMA	Imaging	of	B-field	toward	NGC	1333	4A	

Girart, Rao, & Marrone, Science, 313, 812 (2006) 



Cores are magnetically supported: λcore ~ 1 – 4 (geometrically corrected) 

●  log(λobs) vs. log(NH/cm–2) [Falgarone et al. 2008] 
○  OH (Troland & Crutcher 2008) 
○  CN (Falgarone et al. 2008) 
○  Blos ~ 10 – 300 µG at n ~ 3E3 – 4E5 cm–3 

Mass to Flux ratio
λ ≡ 2πG1/2M/Φ 
> 1 instability

OH 

CN 



Magnetic Field Support of Molecular Cores 
•  Magnetic field may play a critical role in cloud supporting 

in the “standard” model of isolated star formation 

Li & Shu (1996), Allen, Shu, & Li (2003), Shang et al. (2006) 

Decreasing mass-to-flux ratio 
Increasing magnetic field support 

Magnetic 
field lines 

Density 

H0: fractional increase of mean 
density due to magnetic support 



Ambipolar Diffusion 
•  Drag force between ions 

and neutrals 
•  Ions drift outwards while 

neutrals drift inward, 
increasing mass-to-flux ratio 

•  Field lines apparently “leak” 
or “slip” outwards with ions 



Gravitational Collapse 



Searching for Infall Signatures in B335 
Sound speed 0.23 km/s 

Rotational speed 0.4 km/s/pc 

Infall radius 0.036 pc 

Infall age 150000 year 

Mass accretion rate 2.8 x 10–6 M☉/yr 

Mass (star + disk) 0.42 M☉ 

Centrifugal radius 3.0 au 

Centrifugal cloud boundary 0.55 pc 

Zhou et al. (1993, 1995) ApJ 



Detection of Infall Signatures in B335 with ALMA 

Evans et al. (2015) ApJ 

Black: observed infall signature with ALMA Red: Shu’77 infall model with rinfall = 0.012 pc 



Gravitational Collapse → A Star + A Disk? 

●  with Gravity: inside-out collapse 
○  Shu 1977 

●  with Gravity + Rotation: rotationally supported disk 
○  Terebey, Shu, & Cassen 1984 

●  with Gravity + Magnetic Field: pseudodisk (which may not be rotationally 

supported) 
○   Galli & Shu 1993a, b 

●  with Gravity + Rotation + Magnetic Field: Magnetic Braking? 



Collapse of Isothermal Clouds (1) 
From dense cores to disks and stars 
  
  The formation of stars and planetary systems begins with the collapse of dense 
cores under their own self-gravity. 
 
 
●  Core cooling → Core collapse. Isothermal model: sound speed a or cs 
●  Isothermal, spherically symmetric model. 

○  Beyond the spherically symmetric model: rotation and magnetic field 
●  Collapse to form a central point mass, surrounded by remains of the core. 

 
 
●  Self-similar spherical collapse model of Shu (1977, ApJ 214:488) 
●  Figure on this slide: 

○  Logarithmic plot of the density profiles ρ(r) of a family of hydrostatic 
equilibria bounded by an outer gas pressure Pext. 

○  Stable equilibrium is possible provided the mass of the core does not 
exceed a critical value ~a4 Pext

−½ G−3/2 (where G is Newton’s 
constant). 

○  Only unstable equilibria exist beyond this critical value. 
○  We need to study dynamic cases. 

 



Collapse of Isothermal Clouds (2) 
Dynamical PDE equations for spherically symmetric flow: 
●  Mass conservation equation:       ∂M/∂t + u ∂M/∂r = 0 

    ∂M/∂r = 4πr²ρ, where M(r,t) is the total shell mass (core+envelope) inside radius r at time t. 
●  Continuity equation:      ∂ρ/∂t + r−2 ∂(r²ρu)/∂r = 0 
●  Force equation, including Newtonian gravity and the radial gradient of gas pressure 

∂u/∂t + u ∂u/∂r = − (1/ρ) (∂p/∂r) − GM/r² 
●  Gas pressure for an isothermal EOS:   p=a²ρ 

Self-similar transformation: 
●  Combination of position and time:    x = r / at 
●  Dimensional and dimensionless density:  ρ(r,t)  =  α(x) (4πGt²)−1 
●  Velocity and shell mass:     u(r)  =  av(x),   M(r,t)  =  

(a³t/G)m(x). 
  The instant t=0 corresponds to the instant of point mass formation of this collapse problem. 

 It is convenient to define     w   =   x−v 
Self-similar ODE equations: 
  Self-similarity allows changing the PDEs above into a system of two simple ODEs: 
●  Equation for velocity:                (w²−1) (dv/dx)        =  w (αw  −     

2/x) 
●  Equation for mass density:     (w²−1) (1/α) (dα/dx)  =  w (α

    −    2w/x) 
 
  Solving these two ODEs shows the dynamical collapse of the isothermal cloud (next slide). 
 



Collapse of Isothermal Clouds (3) 
 Dynamical solutions 
  If the mass of the system is larger than the critical value, then no hydrostatic 
equilibrium is possible, and the core must evolve dynamically. We use the self-similar 
ODE system. 
 
●  Initial conditions: 

○  Time and self-similar coordinate:    (t→0),  (x→∞) 
○  Asymptotic dimensionless density:   α  ~  A/x² 
○  Asymptotic dimensionless velocity:   v  ~  −(A−2)/x 

 
●  Results: (figure at the top) 

○  A > 2: regular solutions, dynamic at all times 
 

○  A = 2: unique singular solution, initially hydrostatic (initial v=0). 
 
●  Expansion wave inside-out collapse solutions: 

  The collapse in these solutions proceeds from the inside-out, with the denser, 
collapsed region expanding as the collapse proceeds, and the central point mass 
increasing with time. Figure 3a (bottom), a plot of log(ρ) vs log(r) at times t=1×, 2×, 4×, 
and 8×1012 seconds, shows the expansion of the collapse. 



“Inside-Out” Collapse: A Schematic View 

Free-fall region: r –3/2 

Singular isothermal sphere: r –2 

Expansion wave front 

Transition region: 
Matter starts to fall 



Collapse of Rotating Isothermal Clouds 
 

●  Rotation breaks spherical symmetry 
 

●  Results from Terebey, Shu, & Cassen (1984, ApJ286:529) 
 

●  Figures show results at time t=9.5×104 yr (sound speed a=0.35 km/s, angular 
velocity of rotation Ω=10−14 s−1), when the mass of protostar+disk is M=0.94 M☉. 
 

●  Large scale (1017cm): a powerful inside-out expansion wave, similar to the non-
rotating model 
 

●  Smaller scale (<1.5×1013 cm): centrifugal effects become dominant. 
○  Conservation of the angular momentum of the initial distribution of mass and 

rotation leads to a disk of radius rd=Ω²G³M³/(16a⁸)=5.4×10¹²cm at this time t. 
○  Non-radial infall velocity arrows 

 
●  Flattened, rotationally supported disk visible in Panels 6d (top) and 6e (bottom) 

○  Huge density enhancement at the rotationally supported disk 
○  Modest density enhancement in a ring at the disk edge (panel 6d) 
○  Rotational profile of the rotationally supported disk is close to Keplerian 

 
 
 
 



  Magnetization also breaks spherical symmetry. ⇨ New structure: the pseudodisk. 
 
  Properties of the pseudodisk: 
●  First shown in Galli & Shu (1993a, b; ApJ 417:220&243) 
●  Formed by the collapse of a magnetized cloud core 
●  A flattened structure, but distinct from the rotationally supported disk described 

in a previous slide about the collapse of rotating clouds. 
●  Example of a pseudodisk at time t = 1.1×105 years: 

○  Panel 1b (top): contours of constant density and velocity field arrows 
○  Panel 2b (bottom): magnetic field lines 
○  Density shows: pseudodisk is thin, dense, equatorial 

■  Less dense than a typical rotationally supported disk. 
○  Velocity arrows show: falling in at fast speeds towards the center 

■  Infall speed slower than free fall. 
○  Magnetic field lines show: intense magnetic tension, seen in the angular 

shape of fieldlines.  
■  This magnetic tension provides partial support against infall. 

●  Non-ideal MHD effects can modify the shape of the pseudodisk. 
●  In the presence of both rotation and magnetization, simulations typically show the 

formation of a large and thin pseudodisk, surrounding a smaller and even denser 
rotationally supported disk. 

Collapse of Magnetized Cloud Cores: The Pseudodisk 



Earliest Hint of a Pseudodisk 
Pseudodisk around CTTS HL Tau: 
●  Detected in 13CO (J = 1 – 0) 
●  Perpendicular to the observed 

optical jets; encompassing the 
inner dust disk 

●  Radius ~ 1400 au, 0.03 solar 
masses 

●  Infalling (radial) velocity of ~ 1 km/s 
●  Rotational speed ~ 0.2 km/s at 700 

au (not rotationally supported!) 
 

[Hayashi, Ohashi, & Miyama (1993)] 



24	

Collapse	of	
Magnetized	Isopedic	
Toroids	for	small	

values	of	n	=	4H0	=	0,	
0.5,	1,	and	2.	

Allen,	Li,	and	Shu	
(2003) 

H0=0 H0=0.125 

H0=0.25 H0=0.5 



 
Collapse of a rotating magnetized core: the naive expectation	

 

Allen	et	al.	(2003) 



Sakai et al. (2017) ? 

CCH SO 

ALMA Resolving the Centrifugal Barrier of an 
Outflow-Driving Class 0 Source 



Schematics of the Centrifugal shock 
●  Ideal MHD model (taken from Krasnopolsky & Königl 2002) 
●  At time tf=1.02×105yr the central mass reaches 1M☉. Velocity unit: 

sound speed C=0.19km/s. Length unit: Ct=4.1×103 au. 
●  Gas falls in from large to small distances. The infall speed accelerates 

to ~30 times the sonic speed, just before reaching the centrifugal 
radius located at ~20 au (xc = 4.9 × 10-3). 

●  There is a shock at the centrifugal radius. 
●  Infall speed suddenly decreases to a very slow subsonic value 

(~0.03C) after crossing the shock. 
●  Due to mass conservation, column density increases at the shock. 
●  Quick variations of density, magnetic field, and infall speed just inside 

the shock. Other quantities (enclosed mass, angular velocity) have 
more smooth transitions at the shock. 

For convenience of reference, here are the definitions of dimensionless quantities: 
 



Rotation and Magnetic FIeld → 
Magnetic Braking 



Mechanism	of	Magnetic	Braking	
Slower rotation 

Faster rotation 

• Collapse pinches the poloidal field Bp into a 
tight hourglass 
• Differential twist of field lines  
 generates a toroidal field Bφ 
• Magnetic tension of twisted field yields a 
braking torque on the faster-rotating inner 
material 
• Braking rate ∝ Bp × Bφ 
• The stronger the field, the harder to form 
disks 



Catastrophe Caused by Magnetization 

No B field 

with B field 
 

Top View Side View 

Centrifugal 
Disk 

Non-equilibrium 
Pseudodisk 

Fromang+ (2006) 



Ideal-MHD	and	Field	Freezing	

❖  Difficulty	with	disk	formation	in	ideal	MHD:		
– magnetic	flux	freezing			
– magnetic	split	monopole		
–  excessive	braking	

– Weak	B	field	would	not	help	

	



Catastrophe Caused by Magnetization 
Split Monopole ⟶  

Catastrophic Magnetic Braking 

Galli et al. (2006) 

Br ~ a3t /(G1/2 r2) 

vϕ∼ − r1/2    Side view (left); Top view (right) 

Streamlines and Fieldlines 



Non-Ideal	MHD	Effects	
	

❖  Non-ideal	MHD	effects	can	weaken	the	coupling	of	the	magnetic	
field	to	matter	

❖  These	effects	allow	matter	to	fall	in	without	having	to	drag	all	of	
the	magnetic	field	with	it.			

❖  A	Cure	to	the	long-standing	“Magnetic	flux	problem”	in	star	
formation	

❖  Three	non-ideal	MHD	effects:	Ohmic	resistivity,	the	Hall	effect,	
and	ambipolar	diffusion.		

❖  Another	discussion	in	Prof.	Pessah’s	lecture.		



Generalized Ohm’s Law 
•  ∂t B = – c ∇×E	
•  c E = – v×B + ηJ + Q J×B – α(J×B)×B 
•  v: velocity of the fluid (ideal MHD term)	
•  η: resistivity (Ohmic term)	
•  Q: Hall coefficient	
•  α: Ambipolar diffusion coefficient	
•  more terms: electron inertia and pressure, multifluid, etc.	
 



	
Small	Keplerian	disks	are	possible	to	form	in	earliest	phases→		
BUT	––	How	to	grow	them	to	100-AU	sizes?	

 



Top and edge views of disk formation shown using Perspective 
Simulation taken from Model G in Li, Krasnopolsky,& Shang 2013, movies created by Miikka Väisälä at 

ASIAA 



Magnetic Structure of Class 0 Protostellar Core B335 

Dust continuum emission: from core (green 
dashed contours, ACA) to resolved cavities (white 
contours, ALMA) 

Magnetic field structure: polarized line intensity 
(color scale) and plane-of-sky magnetic field 
topology (line segments) 

Maury et al. (2018) MNRAS 



No Clear Signature of a Rotationally-Supported Disk in B335? 

Yen et al. (2015) ApJ 



From Cores…… to Disks? 
Magnetic Field and Angular Momentum — 
Forming a Protoplanetary Disk is Hard for 
Theorists and Numericists! 
 
But not for Nature! 



NASA/JPL-Caltech/R.	Hurt	(SSC).	

A protostar has λ* ≈ 103-104=> Loss of Magnetic flux 
The magnetic field brought into the disk during gravitational 
collapse remains in the disk, the mass accretes to the star. 



Jets, Winds and Outflows 



HH212 

HH211 

L1448-mm 

Molecular	Jets	and	Outflows	
from	the	Earliest	Phases 



From SMA to ALMA: a Complete Picture of HH 212 

Infalling rotating envelope 

SMA 2”.5 resolution  
(Lee+ 2006) 

ALMA 0”.45 resolution 
(Lee+ 2014) 



Implications	on	Earliest	Phases	of	Star	Formation	
•  High-velocity	Jet-like	phenomena	resemble	
the	optical	jets	observed	for	the	T-Tauri	
stars	

•  Implying	driving	mechanisms	similar	to	
those	in	T-Tauri	stars	operating	as	early	as	
from	Class	0	phase	
	

	



X-Wind vs Disk-Wind 
     Disk wind model: a range of disk radii down to corotation radius! 	
     X-wind model: at corotation radius (X-point)! 	
 

**** Jets are likely to be the dense central parts of the winds ****  
Different launching radii and thus different angular momenta can be 

carried by the flows. 

From JetSet webpage! 

 



HH 212: Probing Inner Disk and Jet-Launching Region with ALMA 
SiO rotating jets at 0”.02 resolution SO outflow shell at 0”.04 resolution 

Jet launched from ~0.05 au 

Low-velocity outflow shell 

< Lee+ (2017) 
Lee+ (2018) > 



Jets and Outflows from Low-Mass YSOs 
HH 212 
in H2 and CO 
 

HH 211 
in H2 and SiO 
 

HH 
111 

Infrared Optical (Hα, [S II]) 

HH 30 
DG Tau 
in H2 and [Fe II] 

Optical (cont, [S II]) 

RW Aur 
in [S II] 



X-Wind Model as  
the Astrophysical Setting for 

Jets, Outflows and Planetary Material 



Star-Disk Interactions: Magnetospheric Accretion  

Romanova et al. (2004, 2011, 2012, 2014) 



Star-Disk Interactions: Conical Flow, Reconnection, etc. 

Conical wind under mass accretion rate ~ 4 x 10–8 
solar masses per year 
 
Poloidal matter flux (color) 
Magnetic field lines (white) 
Poloidal velocity (arrows) 
 

Kurosawa & Romanova (2012) 

 (I) initial relaxation 
when the magnetic 
field is pinched near 
the disk mid-plane; 
 (II) inflation and 
reconnection that 
open the field;  
 (III) retraction of the 
disk matter toward 
the corotation radius;  
 (IV) a light, fast 
micro-ejection 
launched along the 
boundary layer 
between the stellar 
and the disk field. 
 
Cemeljic, Shang, & 
Chiang (2012) 

I 

II 

III 

IV 



The X-Wind Model: Picture of Star-Disk Interactions  

Shu, Shang, Glassgold, & Lee (1997) 



Equipotentials for “a Bead on a Wire” 

Blandford & Payne (1982) 

magnetic field line 



Give a Closer Look at the “X-Region” 

Shu et al. (1994a) ApJ 

Constant such that Veff 
and its derivatives 
vanish at the X-point  



Comparisons with Observations: Sample Fit to RW Aur Jets 

Density stratification (color) and 
magnetocentrifugal acceleration 
of velocity (black) 

Temperature (color) and electron 
fraction (black) from self-consistent 
calculations 

Observed HST spectra (black 
contours) fitted with X-wind 
models (color contours) 

Liu & Shang (2012) 



HH	211	Position–Velocity	Diagrams 

SiO	J=1-0 

Hirano	et	al.	(2006):	SiO	5-4;	Palau	et	al.	(2006):	CO	3-2,	SiO	8-7;	 
Chandler	&	Richer	(2001):	SiO	1-0;	Gueth	&	Guilloteau	(1999):	CO	2-1 

SiO 8–7 
CO 3–2 

Palau+(2006) 



Shang et al. (2006) 



Classic	SRLL	Model	of	Bipolar	Outflows	

Shu, Ruden, Lada, & Lizano (1990) 

a density function of 
the ambient matter 

a momentum function 
from the stellar wind 



Dusty	X-Winds 



N
ASA/Padgett, Brandner, &

 Stapelfeldt (1999) 

Dust:	Loaded	on	Wide-Angle	Winds	



Large-Scale Transport by X-Wind 

0.1 
0.2 

0.3 

0.4 

●  Shu,	Shang,	and	Lee	(1996)		
●  X-Wind	 theory	 applied	 to	 the	

formation	 of	 high-temperature	
material	 in	 the	 early	 solar	 system	
(such	 as	 chondrules	 and	 CAIs	 from	
chondritic	meteorites)		

●  CAI	 particles	 of	 various	 sizes,	 melted	
a n d	 s o l i d i f i e d	 u n d e r 	 h i g h	
temperature,	are	thrown	out	by	gas	in	
the	 X-Wind,	 then	 detached	 and	
dropped	 like	 a	 fiery	 rain	 over	 the	
whole	solar	nebula.	

Shang, Shu, Lee, & Glassgold (2000) Space Science Review 



Key	Prediction	of	Shu,	Shang,	&	Lee	(1996):		
Small	CAIs	and	chondrules	should	be	found	in	comets	 

Stardust	Mission 



What do Cosmochemistry and 
Nucleosynthesis tell us? 



p, α, 3He 

26Al, 41Ca, 60Fe 

26Al (0.7 My) 
41Ca (0.1 My) 
60Fe (2.6 My) 

26Al, 41Ca, 10Be 

10Be 

10Be (1.3 My) 

Supernova 
ISM 

Proto-Sun Protoplanetary disk 

O, Ti, Ca, Cr… 

60Fe 

AGB 

Adopted from M.-C. Liu 



Local Irradiation Yield -- 7Be? 

Shang, Shu, Lee, & Glassgold (2000) Space Science Review 



CAIs, Chondrules, and Matrix in Chondrites 

Allende	(Carbonaceous	Chondrite) CAIs	
(thin	sections)	

Chondrules	
(thin	sections)	

Allende 

Mathieu	Gounelle 

Efremovka 

Zinner	(2003) 


